
“The truth is that the powers that be, they are 
so powerful, they have so much money, that no 
one person, not the best president in the 
world, can take them on alone. The only way 
we transform America is when millions of 
people together stand up and fight back.”
— BERNIE SANDERS

Bernie understands that challenging the status 
quo requires the activation of millions of 
ordinary people. That’s why he has chosen the 
campaign slogan “Not Me, Us.”

The halls of power are crowded with politicians, 
from both major parties,who are beholden to 
corporate interests. In order to win and protect 
ambitious reforms that will transform our lives 
for the better, we need to create our own 
grassroots political pressure, which can compete 
with the pressures exerted by industry bosses 
and financial elites. 

Join us as we build a movement that’s bigger 
than any single election — a movement that 
will fight for the many, not the few.

WHO WE ARE
Democratic Socialists for Bernie is a campaign 
organized and paid for by the Democratic 
Socialists of America (DSA). With nearly 60,000 
members nationwide, DSA is the largest and 
fastest-growing socialist organization in the 
United States.

With over 300 local groups across the country, 
we are are a member-funded, member-run, and 
democratically accountable organization that 
fights for a political agenda that puts working 
people at the center. We believe that if we are to 
take on the enormous power of our political 
elite and their billionaire donors we need an 
organization of and for the working class.
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BERNIE 2020
Bernie Sanders’ 2020 presidential campaign 
represents a breakwith this bipartisan  
procorporate consensus, and a chance to build 
an economy and a society that works for 
everyone.

Head-to-head polls show that in a 2020 general 
election, Bernie Sanders blows Donald Trump 
out of the water. 

We believe that Bernie — and the multiracial 
working-class movement behind him — are our 
best shot at not only beating Trump, but also 
going beyond the political establishment’s 
corporate agenda and fighting economic 
exploitation, racial and gender inequality, war, 
poverty, and climate destruction.

But this isn’t just about Bernie. He doesn’t hold 
the key to building a more equal and democratic 
world — working people do! The most important 
thing about his campaign is that it empowers us 
to fight for the world we want and deserve.
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To learn more about our campaign
and see how you can get involved, visit

bernie.dsausa.org



Education for All

Housing for All

Equality for All

End Mass
Incarceration

End Wall Street
Greed

End the Wars

End Anti-Worker
Trade Deals

Medicare for All

A Green New Deal
for All

Good Jobs for All

BERNIE’S AGENDA

The healthcare system is run for profit, not for 
people. We deserve a Medicare for All program 
that leaves nobody out, covers everything, and is 
paid for by progressive taxes. Healthcare is a 
human right.

We must act quickly to save our planet with a 
Green New Deal, which will put millions of 
people to work building new sustainable 
infrastructure, restoring the environment, and 
transitioning our energy system away from fossil 
fuels.

We need a system that ensures everyone can find 
work, and that every job comes with a living 
wage, union protection, job security, paid family 
and medical leave, paid sick leave, and paid 
vacation.

Education is a right, from pre-K through college 
and trade school. We must create a universal 
childcare program, fully fund our public schools 
and pay teachers more, and tax the rich to make 
public college free for all.

The purpose of housing should be to provide 
shelter, not generate profit. We must make 
housing a�ordable for everyone by fighting 
against real estate speculation, gentrification, 
and working-class displacement, and by 
investing in high-quality public housing.

We must combat systemic prejudice against 
women, people of color, people with disabilities, 
LGBTQ people, and other marginalized groups. 
This begins with securing voting rights, equal 
pay, and legislation to end discrimination in 
employment and housing.

The United States is the world’s top jailer. We 
must take serious measures to end mass 
incarceration, racist policing, the criminalization 
of poverty, and the inhumane detention of 
undocumented immigrants at the Southern 
border.

There’s a reason why Wall Street is openly 
terrified of Bernie Sanders. We must break up 
the large banks, prosecute Wall Street criminals, 
end exploitative financial practices like 
predatory lending, and get big money out of 
politics.

Bernie voted against the Iraq War and is the only 
candidate who has voted against every one of 
Trump’s military budgets. We must develop a 
non-interventionist foreign policy and devote 
resources to public wellbeing, not endless war.

Giveaway trade deals enrich multinational 
corporations while hurting workers at home and 
abroad. We must keep businesses in the U.S., 
invest in regions drained by outsourcing, and 
place the blame for deteriorating conditions 
where it belongs: on CEOs, not migrant and 
foreign workers.bernie.dsausa.org  dsausa.org/join facebook.com/demsocialists • @demsocialists

Join the movement for Democratic Socialism!


